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Abstract
This study presents empirical evidence on the nature of the political struggles for inclusion on an oil palm land deal in Ghana. It examines the employment dynamics and the every politics of workers on an oil palm plantation in a predominantly migrant and settler society of the north-eastern part of Ghana, where large-scale production has only been introduced within the past decade. It shows that by the nature of labour organisation, as well as other structural issues, workers do not benefit equally from the land deals and therefore express everyday forms of resistance against exploitation, and for better terms of incorporation. Particularly, they express agency through absenteeism and non-compliance, which especially, enables them to maintain their basic food sovereignty/security. Nonetheless, these everyday politics is not necessarily liberating in confronting the everyday peasant problems and unfavourable agrarian transitions associated with capitalist agriculture. Overall, this paper contributes to the land grab literature by providing context specific dynamics of impacts and politics and how are they are shaped by a multiplicity of factors- beyond class.
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1. Introduction

It has been a decade since the global land rush caught the world’s attention through media, civil society, academia and policy engagement with the phenomenon. Debates have advanced towards a consensus on the multiplicity and a convergence of issues - the global demand for food, energy and commodities, globalized transport and communication technologies, speculation, internal crises within capitalism etc. all of which are crucial for the current neoliberal paradigm (Amanor, 2012; McMichael, 2012). Currently, as ‘successful’ land deals are in different stages of implementation, the question of impact remains pertinent. Central to the debates on impacts has been how land deals influence the social relations of agrarian change, the political reactions from below, and the implications of these for development.

In places where there is a strong presence of civil society organisations especially social movements and development NGOs, campaigns to regulate in order to mitigate adverse impacts and maximize opportunities, or to stop and rollback land deals have not only gained wide popularity but also impacted the outcomes of various land deals (Borras et al., 2013). Nonetheless, recent studies have shown that the assumption of inevitable rural resistances against land deals may be too simplistic. As the impacts are differentiated for social groups and classes, so does the political reactions from below (Hall, et al., 2015). There have been accounts of adaptation and co-existence in post-soviet Russia (Mamonova, 2015), both resistance and struggles for incorporation in Africa (Larder, 2015; Martiniello, 2015; Sulle, 2016), and the largely well-known overt resistances from both workers, dispossessed farmers and indigenous communities in many parts of Southern America (Massicotte, 2010; Welch and Sauer, 2015).

Certainly, the historical, political, economic and social contexts within which land deals take place are vital to shaping the political reactions from below. Ghana for instance has undergone about three major waves of large-scale agricultural commercialization since the late nineteenth century. Historically, Ghana’s (and many other West African Countries) agricultural production system has been fashioned around family farming and small-scale peasant practices aimed at simple reproduction (Amanor, 1999). While market exchanges have always existed even in pre-colonial periods, the extractive tendencies of colonial policies directed efforts to expand capital into rural areas - through the introduction of export crop plantations and the development of commercial farming systems. Upon independence, the country had inherited an economy dependent on food crop exports yet without the expected trickle-down benefits to the local people's food security. As such, successive governments, right from the ‘socialist-
developmentalist’ policy inclinations of the 1960s, to those informed by a liberal/neoliberal development paradigm which had influenced global political economy from the late 1970s till date, have sought to promote food self-sufficiency and rural development through a transformation of the existing production systems. Even though policies have not sought to replace completely the peasant system, over the years, they have approached small-scale schemes as that which needs to be integrated into the ‘more efficient’ and ‘competitive’ value chains of commercial systems. Through the actions (e.g. market-led land policies) and inactions (e.g. poor implementation of labour regulations) of the state, an enabling environment is created for foreign and private investments in agribusinesses under the rhetoric of efficiency, productivity and employment (Amanor, 2010). Many a time, these ideas also resonate with the legitimating imperatives of traditional land institutions (Boamah, 2014). Also, cash strapped rural folks who maintain both an economic and cultural attachment to land are often caught in a complex web of trade-offs. Under this context, in addition to the fact that there is not a strong base of rural social movements, land deals are often received as a continuum between acquiescence and outright resistance yet often times inclined towards the latter.

If the people are not openly opposing land deals (for reasons above), how do they perceive and express incorporation and to what effect? This study focused on the labour on an oil palm plantation land deal in the Volta Region of Ghana, looking particularly into how they have been incorporated, the how and why of their political reactions, and the implications of their political struggles for agrarian transitions and rural development as a whole. The study uses mixed methods for data collection and is guided by a gendered agrarian political economy approach with a focus on class, identity and the everyday politics of marginalised groups who engage with neoliberal development.

**Capital Accumulation, Rural Class Differentiation and Adverse Incorporation**

Historically, the African (Sub Saharan) agricultural system has been characterised by family farms, small scale or peasant mode of production. Farming has been built on a resource base -land, seeds, livestock, fisheries, water, family labour,  

1 For instance, the four largest oil palm estates in Ghana were established under the state’s compulsory land acquisition laws and supported by international powers to expropriate peasants lands under the name of boosting local production.

2 Recent land transactions however often involve chiefs, families, and individuals, while the state plays a secondary role. Traditional institutions govern about eighty percent of land in Ghana.
local knowledge and skills, social networks and traditions that were fundamentally uncommodified, and oriented towards survival and subsistence (Amanor, 1999; Toulmin & Gueye, 2003). However, over the years, this mode production has been affected by the wider political economy which is reflected in the ways in rural people's access to land have been changing vis-à-vis their integration into the global economy. Although the ‘peasantry' persists, it has also been evolving as a group that is differentiated in their social relations of production. Marxists traditions of agrarian political economy suggest that the penetration of capital into rural peasant societies is the main driving force for differentiation. The forceful appropriation of land and the expansion of commodity relations either through primitive accumulation or expanded reproduction (Lenin, 1964; Marx, 1977; Harvey, 2003) separates peasants from their means of production and creates a polarizing rural economy. This is the starting point of differentiation and it is characterized by an accumulating class who control land and labour, and an exploited working class or proletariats divorced from their land and compelled to subsist through wage labour. Historically, this has been seen as an agrarian question of capital that ought to be resolved. That is a question of “whether, and how, capital is seizing hold of agriculture, revolutionising it, making old forms of production and property untenable and creating the necessity for new ones” (Kautsky, 1899). Byres interpreted the agrarian question as that which shows a continuous existence of obstacles to unleashing accumulation in the countryside and capitalist industrialization. Following Byres, and after years of researching this puzzle, Bernstein posits that the classic agrarian question was an ‘agrarian question of capital' centred around three problematics - accumulation, production and politics. Capitalism thus blocks the possibility of achieving an egalitarian distribution of the material conditions of life, thereby placing rural agrarian societies into differentiated class relations.

The classic agrarian question of capital also translates into an agrarian question of labour - one that not confined to a single class of dispossessed proletariats but as a continuum to different classes of labour including semi proletariats who now depend directly and indirectly on the sale of their labour power for their own daily reproduction as well those who alternate between small wage work and small-scale petty commodity (Lerche, 2010; Bernstein 2007). Premising a land grab study on the principle that class differentiation is manifested in uneven, concrete and context-specific forms of change, provides a strong methodological foundation that highlights important specificities of affected rural classes.

Over the years, scholarship in agrarian political economy continues to highlight the complexities of the nature of capitalist development that may or not conform
to these teleological patterns. In his study on the shortcomings of classic agrarian political economy theories of rural differentiation—mainly Marxists interpretations, White, (1989) highlighted the need for dynamic and adaptable frameworks that approach social differentiation from a contextualised and relational viewpoint. Similarly, Oya, (2004) even notes that the application of class in the rural African context may even defy objectivity and in rural places like Ghana, for instance, a prominent basis of differentiation is ‘strangerhood’ rather than class, whilst elsewhere in Ethiopia, state policies of land distribution has made class a less significant, if not a non-existent means of differentiation (Moreda, 2016). To better understand rural agrarian structures and transformations in the era of a global land rush, other demographic and identity-related forms of differentiation (gender, age, ethnicity, religion, social status etc.) is necessary. A gendered analysis of the implications of land deals on wage labour relations looks into the to the role of gendered domestic relations of access to and control over resources structuring labour markets (Razavi, 2002). Here not only into how domestic and formal institutions and power relations (dis)empower marginalised groups under different labour management schemes (Behrman et al., 2012; Harriss-White, 2003). But under varying social conditions, both class and identity relations revert backwards and forwards suggesting the need to view class-gender analysis through a relational and an interactive lens (da Corta and Venkateshwarlu, 1999; Schiavoni, 2016).

As land deals continue to take hold in many places\(^3\), and in the light of recent debates around neoliberalism and the effects of capitalist expansion on poverty reduction, a major line of argument remains that there is a good potential of ‘win-win’ possibilities (UNCTAD, 2010; World Bank 2008). In the early days of the land grab phenomenon alongside the debates around the 2008 World Bank Report, a central narrative that emerged among mainstream lines but also along some critical views, was that exclusion (of the displaced and affected communities in general) is a major blockade to the poverty reducing potentials of agricultural investments (World Bank 2010). Li, (2011, p. 282) not confident in the developmental potentials of such land investments, strongly argues that ‘unless vast numbers of jobs are created, or a global basic income grant is devised to redistribute the wealth generated in highly productive but labour-displacing ventures, any program that robs rural people of their foothold on the land must be firmly rejected’. Critics from political economy and poverty studies have thus advanced the concept of Adverse or differential incorporation as a critique of the oversimplified accounts of inclusion and exclusion in market and capitalist

---

\(^3\) with the recognition of the several failed deals too
oriented development projects. Here, the question goes beyond the either/or of inclusion and exclusion to their complex interactions and their underlying conditions (du Toit & Hickey, 2007). Within the framework of adverse incorporation and especially in relation to the labour question of this study, inclusion through wage labour is automatically perceived as an escape from poverty. Of course, mainstream ideas are also not blind to the risks and challenges involved in inclusion and exclusion. This is reflected in the recent efforts being put in place to ensure good governance through regulations, standards and transparent institutions. These regulatory approaches however the beg the question of underlying the social and political structures within which they emerge. As a framework for assessing the impacts of land deals, the multiple lenses of class, gender and adverse incorporation guide an exploration into the diverse ways in which particular rural classes, groups, and individuals are incorporated not only into land investments but also the ‘larger social totalities - institutions, markets, political systems, social networks that drives differential consequences; and enable and/or constrain their agency and politics what (Du Toit, 2008, p. 1).

Political Struggles and Resistances: Every Day Politics as Weapons of the Weak?

Locating peasants political reactions within the context of contemporary global land grabs presents peasants politics on two broad fronts. One the one hand is the struggles (by the previously landed) against eviction and dispossession in the defence of the commons. Indeed this has been this has been the commonest assumption and underlying principles underlying anti-land grab advocacies and movements. On the other hand is the class struggles of labour over terms of incorporation or against exploitation. Broadly, neoclassical/new institutional economics and agrarian political economy perspectives provide different theoretical explanations to the trigger or not of peasant resistances vis-à-vis the development of capitalist agriculture and the spread of commodity relations in rural peasant societies.

Mainstream perspectives from neoclassical and new institutional economics are premised on the methodological assumption that peasants are rational and often times make decisions upon calculating the benefits and risks of engaging in collective action (Deininger, 1999; Lipton, 2006). According to Popkin, (1980), this explains why landless labourers may not necessarily act first even though he describes them as the most politically conscious groups. He argued that even when there are political reactions, it is often based on incentives, and/or directed

---

4 Peasants as used in this context, and throughout this paper refers broadly to agrarian working people including subsistent peasants, small scale farmers and farmworkers
towards new opportunities which aim at taming markets and bureaucrats rather than restoring ‘traditional systems’.

Unlike mainstream accounts that places confidence in individual rationality and institutions, classic ideologies from agrarian political perspectives on the hand examines politics as a function of social structures. The two main strands of agrarian political economy- Marxist and moral economy perspectives, however, shows variance in their approach to the explanation of peasant politics. Marxist political economy perspectives see politics from different viewpoints about class action, yet generally not very optimistic about peasants ability to organise resistances due to the exploitative and controlling nature of dominant classes and state institutions but also their lack of class consciousness (Duggett, 1975; Marx, 1977; Lenin, 1982). Even when peasants exhibit consciousness, they often focus on economic bargaining rather than demanding radical political changes (Paige, 1975).

Moral economy perspectives, on the hand, which like Marxists interpretations also follows the logic of differentiation and exploitation, however perceive this from a binary interpretation of class- whereby the policies and activities emanating from ruling elite classes threatens the subsistence of peasants (a single marginalised class) or that which unfavourably transforms their mode of (re) production (Thorner, 1966; Shanin, 1974). Although peasants may be constrained to organise, their everyday ways of life express agency against the actions of ruling elites that threaten their means of subsistence. Their daily reactions of resistance, Scott, (1985) referred as ‘everyday politics’. Everyday politics involves little or no organisation to embrace, comply with, adjust, and contest norms and rules regarding authority over, production of, or allocation of resources. As shown by Scott, (1985) in his study peasant resistances in South East Asia, everyday politics is often unplanned, uncoordinated, and those involved ‘typically avoid any direct symbolic confrontation with authority or with elite norms’. Many a time, it is usually low profile and private behaviour of the people and often entwined with individuals and small groups’ activities in their struggles to sustain their daily livelihoods whilst interacting with others like themselves, with superiors and with subordinates (Kerkvliet, 2009, p. 232). While some have critiqued the overestimation of the political significance of such everyday resistances, (See Gupta (2001), in contexts such as rural Ghana where political mobilizations against land deals rarely occur, everyday politics remain a useful way of framing their politics. In an earlier study on a post-independence state-led oil palm land grab, by Amanor, (1999) revealed how some unemployed youth engaged in illicit night time harvesting of palm bunches even under tight security confrontations. Through other forms of
everyday ‘action and production’ such as land occupation, squatting, divestment by contract farmers, these marginalised groups express their dissatisfaction with the system and with diverse impacts. Guided by the concept of everyday politics, the study will explore the agency of different classes and groups of wagemakers in negotiating opportunities and risks associated with the conditions of their work. The study adopts a relational lens-linking the experiences and practices of people to the social, economic and political contexts within which they live (Schiavoni, 2016). Every day or people-centred approach is particularly useful for unpacking of the varied political and economic reactions of those incorporated into land deals and plantation work.

The Volta Oil Palm Land Deal: An Overview

In the year 2002, the Government of Ghana, as part of a strategic rural development and industrialization plan, introduced the President’s Special Initiative on Oil Palm (PSI-Oil Palm). The primary goal of the project was to improve oil palm research and to develop nurseries for expanded production (to about 300,000ha by 2007) using the private sector as the main wheel of development (Sarpong, 2013). Although midway, the project collapsed, it contributed to an expansion in investor and farmer interests in the sector, not only through the establishment of estates but also in other related businesses along the value chain.

Figure 1: The geographical scope of the study
The British owned Volta Red company is one of such investments that emerged within the context of the PSI. Volta Red took over from the SG-Sustainable-Herakles Farms limited that originally acquired and begun the plantation in Brewaniase. The Brewaniase plantation in the Nkwanta south district covers about 3750 ha but the company also has another 40 ha of oil palm- known as the Atta Kofi plantation, and processing mill both in the adjacent Kadjebi district of the Volta region of Ghana (see Fig 1 above).

To set the context right in discussing the organisation of labour and the politics of farmworkers, it is important to note that new company as it stands now represents one that is struggling to operationalize its vision of production and processing-inherited lawsuits (from the landlords against the first company, Herakles) and outstanding rents, changes in management and labour came at a cost, and high costs of operating an off-site (about 30km away) processing mill due to lack of power supply on the farm have affected its finances.

The discourse on land grabs is often inclined to suggest that in principle there appears a strong business case for profitable large-scale farmland investments. Recent evidence suggests that it may not necessarily be the case given the several instances of failed or non-functioning deals and farm businesses in Africa, Brazil, and Indonesia etc. that are not making the expected profits (Cotula, 2012; Visser, 2016). While resistances can have considerable impacts on the successful implementation of land deals, we are reminded of how the dynamics and tensions of finance-led agriculture affect the operational running of large farms- poor knowledge on the context of their agriculture markets, compensation costs, the volatility of farming, the huge costs of developing 'idle' or marginal lands, among others (Visser, 2015). Historically, the plantation site has also been prone to fires and every year in the dry seasons, stringent measures-e.g. irrigation and the employment of fire guards, have to be taken to control fires. Currently, about 2500ha of land have been cropped, but only 1000ha is being maintained—an issue that the local people are aware of, and are agitated about. It was therefore not surprising to hear from the management that the company is yet to make the expected profits from the business. Nonetheless, through management and constant engagement with people and workers, often in the form of paternalistic relations, the company is quietly surviving, but usually to the disadvantage of labour welfare and their political reactions thereof.

5 About 1000ha constitute mountainous areas and a buffer zone which will not be cultivated.
A Class and Gendered Division of Labour in Production

Labour on the plantation is divided by tasks carried through a gang system; physical attribution, according to demand and season; and sometimes through discretionary decisions at the supervision level. The tasks are also gendered with men being more advantaged to take up specific tasks. The core labourers engage in work that directly affect production- crop and soil maintenance, weed control and harvest-related activities. These include pruning, slashing, round-weeding, spraying of weedicides, fertilizer application, irrigation; harvesting, and loose picking. They are deployed through the gang system often consisting of 25 workers per gang. This labour has a mix of gender related tasks- some of which is purely male tasks like harvesting, pruning and spraying; slashing which is done by both male and females; and loose-picking which is also a female task, but upon demands for changes, some men are engaged. During peak season, harvesters employ their own workers some of whom are family relations, to be ‘carriers’-head porters of the harvested bunches. They are women who could have social ties or not, with the harvesters. There are also the farm service workers, who are men engaged in technical and ‘skill’ related activities, as well the tasks that have close interaction between production and processing. They include mechanical engineers and fitters, carpenters, plumbers, vulcanisers, heavy-duty truck operators and drivers, as well as the loading gang who pack the fruits into from the farm to the processing site. The third group of workers are the support workers consisting mainly of security workers (also men) who sometimes also engage in fire control in the dry seasons. Women constitute about a quarter of the working population on the farm, but with no representation in management, administration and supervision. Proportionally, a lot more women than men are within the aging population of 46- and 55 years.

The plantation workers comprise largely of semi-proletariats. From the field survey, ninety (90) percent of the farmworkers are engaged in some form of peasant scale or small holder farming, with farm sizes ranging from one tenth of an acre to over 10 acres. For the minority that were not engaged in farming, about half of them were migrants who moved in purposively to work on the plantation, and the rest were either in search of a proximate land or not so interested in farming. There is therefore a mix of the landed, less landed, sharecroppers, dispossessed proletariats and even tenant landlords who labour on the plantations. Men have multiple farms and bigger farm sizes than women. Although access to farmland is an important aspect of the people’s daily reproduction, landlessness was not a primary factor for working on the plantations. However, the land factor is expressed on the one hand by proletariats who lost their entire family or share cropped lands to the enclosure, and on the other by the vast majority of workers who depend on wages as a means to invest and expand their own farms. For many of the workers, education is an important reason for working on the plantation - the youth (males) in transition periods who are depending on wages to sponsor or pursue higher education, and being the primary source of income for most women.
who seemed to be taking much of the responsibilities for children’s educational needs while adult men were concerned more about their own businesses and farms, or to building houses. All of these factors, are not only a reflection of the broad socio-economic inequalities within the country but also influences their terms of incorporation in to the land deal, and their political reactions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tasks</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Targets</th>
<th>Target Off-Peak &amp; Poor Field Condition</th>
<th>Income Hierarchy vis-à-vis the lucrativeness of the Targets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Harvesting</td>
<td>Men</td>
<td>86 Bunches</td>
<td>40-50 Bunches</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pruning</td>
<td>Men</td>
<td>30-35</td>
<td>20-25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loose Picking</td>
<td>Woman*</td>
<td>4 bags</td>
<td>Daily Wage</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Round Weeding</td>
<td>Mixed*</td>
<td>30 Palms (2 meters around each palm)</td>
<td>same</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fertiliser Application</td>
<td>Women*</td>
<td>200 palms (1kg per Palm)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slashing</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>9m²×15 palms</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrying***</td>
<td>Women</td>
<td>Per Bunches harvested</td>
<td>Laid off by Harvesters in off-peak seasons</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security</td>
<td>Men**</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>• Relatively stable Wages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical Support</td>
<td>Men</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>• No lucrative Targets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operations/Driving</td>
<td>Men**</td>
<td>Flexible</td>
<td>Flexible</td>
<td>• Compensated with little bonuses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loading</td>
<td>Men</td>
<td>2 Trips daily (for a team of 4-6 people)</td>
<td>Flexible (Daily Wage )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spraying</td>
<td>Men</td>
<td>10 fillings per day</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irrigation</td>
<td>Men</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Labour Organization on the Volta Red Plantation
Casualisation: Acquiescence, Absenteeism, and Non-compliance

Labour conditions on the plantation does not fit neatly into black or white, good or bad scenarios. It is neither akin to the 'slavery' conditions of exploitation nor the people's imaginations of benign work practices. It is characterised by a complex mix of (in)flexibility, (in)formality, compulsion and persuasion, all of which are embedded in strong paternalistic and patronage relations. Some of the key issues raised during interviews had to do with casualisation, labour mobility and time-productivity inflexibility.

The seasonality of agrarian capital has implications for labour demand—labour 'disposability' (O'Laughlin, 2017). At the initial phase of the land deal under the Herakles company—when clearing, nursery and planting took place, it appears the company employed a considerable number of people which was not unexpected given that the company had more or less acquired the land at a very little cost. Some have mentioned that at the time, there could be over five hundred 500 workers on the plantation (possibly exaggerated), but the figures have reduced considerably. In between the months of April and July, which is peak season of fruit harvesting, the average daily attendance is about a hundred and thirty (130) workers. Outside this season, the numbers can drop to about eighty (80) and even lower on Saturdays. Common with most plantation work, the vast proportion of the workers are on six months casual contracts, as such the total number of workers labour is very fluid. Approximately, every seven out of ten of the workers whether male or female are casually employed with six months renewable contracts. There were few casual workers who did not have contracts as of the time of the research— for some of them it appeared they used to students who come to work
during vacations but had not been fully integrated. A majority of the permanent workers claim to have enjoyed that progression under the previous management i.e. under Herakles Company between 2009 and 2013. It also resonated with the findings from management who mentioned that since they took over, there has not been a significant progression from casual to permanent contracts partly because of financial struggles. Yet, they also maintained that hard work and commitment were the key determining factors- a claim that many long-serving workers could not agree with. Aside from those who are known to be recognised casual workers, there is also seasonal group workers, known as the ‘Carriers’ who are employed by the harvesters to speed up their tasks in order to work above their targets during the peak season. The main difference in the conditions of work between permanent and casual workers lies in the benefits of annual paid leave (21 working days), sick leaves, and security of employment and access to loans. Both casual and permanent workers contribute and stand to benefit from the national social security scheme. For most people, access to loans and paid leave are the main reasons for seeking permanent contracts.

As earlier mentioned, one of the central reasons given by the landlords for agreeing to the acquisition was jobs for the youth, but with the current intake, they do not see the benefits as expected. Certainly, this has to do with the fact that the company is unable to maintain all land in cropping due to the limited capacity of the processing mill as well as other financial struggles to hire in more labour. Nonetheless, the findings also suggest that it is possible that the current figures also point to labour supply shortages for specific tasks such as slashing. In the classic literature on capitalist development in the countryside as well as the contemporary debates on land grabs (Marx, 1977; Li, 2011), a major concern has been the issue of surplus population whose labour is not needed on the farm. In this case, although labour appears abundant, they are not readily available. In a conversation with a group of former workers, they expressed consciousness about the conditions of work and how they saw it more beneficial to focus on their farms. In the words of a former worker,

‘Every employee wants to see progress in their lives, but this is not the case on the plantation. The conditions are not good, and they sometimes do not respect our views because we are uneducated and casually employed. We worked hard on the plantation because we were sensitised about the positive effects on our communities, but if they could not cater for the welfare of workers, how much more entire communities? For most of the people who remain farmworkers to date, they are there out of desperation.’
A casual worker also iterated why the company does not always abide by its regulation on terminating contracts of absentee workers, noting that,

‘getting people to work on the farm is difficult. The labour is abundant but its supply is neither guaranteed nor easy. They have to search for a new person, train him or her and hope that he or she stays on. What I can do in 30 mins on this farm. A new entrant might use over 2 hours and this will affect the company’.

The landlords and the people were very intrigued about the establishment of the plantation which is the first in the two districts. This was expressed in the popular discourse of ‘project’ and ‘company’ and therefore expectations were characterised by the illusion of salaried, formal and permanent employment contracts took precedence rather than a casual and informal system. Many of the present workers were curious to know the labour regulations on casual work because they expected a progression within two years of work. The casual system affects different groups and classes differently and so is their everyday ways of dealing with it. The differentiation comes with age, generational dynamics within households, domestic norms, years of service, task, migrant status, education, skill, gender and class. For some committed and pioneer casual workers—up to eight years of service, they all consider this as an unfair treatment and one akin to peasant farm labourers who are often looked down upon. Yet while some still seek this progression, others actually do not want it any more depending on their household dynamics.

Casualisation is manifested not only in the employment contracts but also in the rate and frequency of labour mobility and informality in production. Recruited workers undergo one to three days of training depending on their experience and skill. In principle, they are to be employed in their preferred tasks, but that often depends on vacancy and their physical attributes. This is, however, particular to men, as they have much more flexibility and options to choose from the many men related tasks. Women on the hand automatically belong to the women’s gang responsible for a limited number of tasks. While workers, most of the time commence employment in their preferred tasks, their retention is characterised by mobility between tasks as determined by supervisors’ directions, and sometimes by personal requests from workers. There are however some particulars tasks such as spraying (weed control) where intake is largely by worker preference. The changes often occur within related tasks e.g. switches between harvesting and pruning; from loose picking to fertiliser application or from operating to loading. Nonetheless, there are also instances when operators are made to do slashing,
or farmers moved to the processing mill. While the frequent practice of moving labour between different tasks is the company’s way of managing with the small numbers and also cutting cost, it comes with differentiated degrees of impacts. Harvesters and pruners appear to minimally least affect as indicated by one harvester

‘in the peak seasons for harvesting, I can make up to ten times my daily target, with the help of carriers. But even when the season goes down, we shift between harvesting and pruning, and even that is also lucrative’.

Yet for some workers, it affects the workers’ productivity, income and their ability to organise around task-specific issues. One worker noted,

‘My work is undefined. I am a casual worker, an operator and a driver. Sometimes they move me to join the mill workers, sometimes I transport firewood. If I am on the farm and there is a problem with the truck, my supervisors as me to will join the loading gang or do slashing. We are just hustling for them. I do not want to become an enemy so I have to stop complaining’

Women are highly affected when they are made to do slashing. Some women, have acquiesced to this situation. However, others who have observed the seasons and patterns of the shifts and take action beforehand as indicated below in the words of a female casual worker,

‘Tomorrow I won't go work. I have told my supervisor that I'm not well and I might stay home for about three days. But honestly, it is because I know that the loose picking season is ended and we are about to start slashing. Slashing is tedious and we hardly meet out targets’.

It appears the piece rate system is actually a recent introduction upon demands from workers who despised the practice of free riding and perceived it as a fair system. Both supervisors and workers admitted that the daily targets have been formulated in consultation with schemes of other oil palm plantations in the country, and over time, negotiated with the workers through the testing of their practicability and in relation to the field conditions. What makes a field condition okay or not is however subjective, and often dependent on the discretion of headmen, overseers and supervisors. According to the farmworkers, although the targets are decent, the field conditions affect their output. This is a major problem because the working population is small, the entire plantain is not being maintained, and the labour supply for slashers is inconsistent. For instance, pruners and sprayers complained
that they are often outgrown by weeds even though sometimes they insist that slashers moderate the weeds before the spray. Given that they cannot always ascertain how the supervisors perceive the field conditions, they usually find their ways and means around it in order to keep going. In the words of a sprayer,

‘They cannot monitor all of us at a time, sometimes some sprayers misuse the chemicals or do a shoddy job, but they also risk being subjected to punitive measures if they are caught’

The most contested piece rate targets has to do with slashing. Currently, slashers have to weed a total land area of about one-third of an acre (9m² × 15 palms) regardless of the field condition. However, this reflects a lower adjustment (from 9m² × 25 palms) upon the introduction of women into this tasks since 2016 and the general concerns from men who were already involved. Still, it appears a big challenge for both men and women: men who seek further reduction in the target, and women who want a gendered consideration. While the women have had some success in requesting for the support of men in fertilizer application- to carry the fertilisers to the locations of use, they are not satisfied with the conditions of slashing.

‘All the targets are demanding, but slashing is really tough. They said they cannot loosen up the targets for women - because we all are the same. ...they say what men can do, women can also do...what can we say?’- KC, female farmworker

In an informal conversation with one of the management team, he made clear that even though it is tedious, women are more respectful, truthful and follow instructions better than men and that is partly the reason they are employed in that task. This is rather unfortunate because even for those women who do their own farming, this is the one farm activity for which that they regularly hire in labour or seek support. Indeed the issues with the contested targets and labour supply for slashing transcends the organisation of labour on the plantation to the wider societal discourses and perceptions about farm labourers particularly those hired to weed/slash. For most peasants or small scale farmers, their prime labour need is for weed control. Yet, not only is the local connotations of weeding as related to ‘labouring’ often associated with landlessness, joblessness, insecurity, migrants and other minority groups, it also unrespectable and sometimes even derogatory. Under such unfavourable conditions, it remains the task with the least labour supply.

The (in)flexibility of working hours is another issue. On the smaller plantation of 40ha (at Atta Kofi), which employs nine (9) workers and a supervisor, there is a great amount of flexibility especially in terms closing times. The casual workers do
not necessarily wait until the official closing time provided they have met the daily targets and activities as required from the supervisors or headmen. For the casual workers at Atta Kofi, this was very good for them as they could have ample time to engage in their farming and other occupations, sometimes they could close from work as early as eleven in the morning (11:am) instead of 2 pm. However, on the main plantation in Brewaniase, the situation is different. Due to the distant location of the plantation and the limited access to transport facilities, the workers have to work within the very defined time frame- of course, farm residents are the least affected. A normal routine is that off-farm residents have to be picked up by 5:30 am to the farmyard by 6:30 am. Between 7 am and 7:30 am they are all transported to their respective working fields, this is also the time when many have their breakfast. Their working hours are often from 7:30 am until 1:00 pm, after which they have to wait to be transported back to the farmyard by 2: pm. They then wait again until 3: pm to be transported back to their communities. The latest time for arrival for some groups could be in between 4:30 and 5:00 pm. Even though workers seem satisfied with the productive working hours of 7:30 am-1:00 pm, the entire organisation of transport affects them adversely. This is a major problem for women, who have to start their day at least 2 hours earlier (by 3:30 am) and sometimes forced to wake their school children as well, in order to undertake their household duties. Also, their evening duties- including meals, often extend into the night. Even though the impacts depends largely on the household characteristics, in general, committed workers do not get enough rest, which goes on to affect their productivity and income. Although their access to transport is an improvement in the working conditions (after complaints from women) from the early days when they used to walk several kilometres to the farm, the current system still affects them negatively.

For men, their primary issue with time has to do with the need for ample flexibility to work real ‘piece rate’ i.e. not to be time-bound, or to be forced to work or stay on the farm until 2:00pm, or in the case of harvesters, not to be informally compelled to work until 4:pm during peak seasons. Compared to women, men have bigger farm sizes, and often have more additional occupations that also require their time. Often times, it is not much of an issue for farm residents or those who have farms near the plantation. Their on-farm reactions and expressions of dissatisfaction is very narrow in this case. This is because failure to comply- especially to the closing time leads to a loss of the daily wage. This is an instant punitive measure that many would want to avoid. The common way to go around it is to have good relations (e.g. family, friendship, work) with the headman or supervisor for occasional permissions. For instance, there are some farmworkers (male) who double as farm labourers -paid or unpaid, for those in higher authorities, and this gives them greater chances of being granted such
favours. That notwithstanding, workers generally acquiesce to these time conditions or absent themselves when necessary.

Income & Food Sovereignty Concerns: Non-Compliance, Production and Action

The remuneration scheme of the workers is premised on a time productivity-skill based piece rates system. The baseline daily wage of GH₵14.04 applies to work in the core labour and support service. It is used as the yardstick for calculating the piece rate or daily targets for the various tasks in the core labour. The casual workers in the no-so core labour i.e. the skilled service such as operators receive a higher daily wage of GH₵19.5, while permanent skilled staff receive GH₵19.5 to GH₵25 cedees plus allowances. The harvesters who employ seasonal carriers have also been instructed by their supervisors not to pay them below the baseline daily wage. The harvesters appear to have agreed to remunerate them with a flat daily wage of GH₵15. The work of the carriers is not target based, but they have to function alongside the productivity of the harvesters who can work seven times above their daily targets during peak seasons. Several factors influence the monthly income brackets of the workers. This includes gender, age, skill, experience, contract, engagement in other occupations, and the lucraviveness of tasks i.e. its seasonality and the extent to which one can achieve beyond the daily targets. Slashers, for instance, are often associated with low income because it is not lucrative - their average monthly income ranges from GH₵200 to GH₵450 cedees as compared to harvester/pruners who indicated that their monthly averages ranged between GH₵500 and GH₵1000. During peak seasons, harvesters could even earn a net income of over GH₵1500 per month (after paying their carriers) and during off-peak seasons, some of them are moved to do pruning which also tedious but lucrative. Women remain in the lowest income brackets, as carriers with flat wage and seasonal income, or as loose pickers, slashers, and fertiliser applicators with a vast majority taking a monthly wage range between GH₵200 and GH₵350 -below the expected monthly wage if they are regular. Other tasks in the core labour such spraying and irrigation are not accompanied with lucrative targets- spraying is widely perceived locally as a health risk and therefore workers themselves are not interested in any extra job, while irrigation is done with some fixed specifications. These two groups, in addition to the workers in the support services and farm service labour, have relatively stable wages and are compensated with some bonuses. Both casual and permanent workers in the core labour receive the same daily wage of GH₵14.04 (approx. 2.9 USD) which is about forty-five percent higher than the national minimum wage of GH₵ 9.68. However, compared to the conventional local farm labour rates, the plantation wages are far lower. For instance, sprayers earn half of their local rates,
while slashers earn only a third of what they would have been paid for the same amount of work on small scale farms. Yet, they prefer to be on the plantation for the relative security of employment and income as compared to doing ‘by day’ farm jobs.

One major issue is the delay in the payment of monthly wages. From observations and reports from workers, their wages are often delayed by two weeks. Some workers, such as those with good family support systems, other income generating occupations and those who have worked in the formal sector before do not consider it as some kind of normal condition that people have to adapt especially because there they never have backlogs of unpaid rents. For migrants, the less landed, women and the landed who depend on the income for their farm investments, it is condition they find difficult to accept. There is a frequent (in)formal sensitization and persuasions regarding the financial struggles of the company and its efforts towards a better future and this often serve as a tool to calm nerves. Yet almost everyone complained about some kind of vicious cycle of indebtedness to family, friends and authorities at the plantation. Some of these tensions are revealed as one headman narrated,

‘...along the line, I went down economically because the pay form the farm is not only small but also usually delayed- and so, I am almost always in debt, and sometimes when I need money urgently for business, it is not available...... people complain about the delay in payment because they have not worked in any other paid jobs before. I worked in a private before and it is better here at Volta Red. The situation is that the money is not ready. It is a company, we have to understand them, they explain to us about the delay every time.’

Nevertheless, the farmworkers who report to work within these two weeks of delayed payment often do so sluggishly, with low productivity, non-compliance and frequent complaints. Some especially men, also use it as an ‘opportunity’ to find other incomes either through farm labour jobs, motorcycle transport services or go on a few days break from work which also affects their income as much production and maintenance of the plantation. This is iterated in the words of a headman of the smaller plantation who said

‘A worker will call to inform you of their inability to come to work because of ill health- when you know very well they are telling lies, but you can't do anything
Absenteeism often occurs when there is a delay in payment. After 20th, you can confer that in our attendance sheets, many people absent themselves to do ‘jobs’. These attitudes affect us very much. e.g. At our place, we work as a team, for instance during spraying, one needs help with the carrying chemicals, absenteeism reduces productivity especially when we are not informed in time as a result of their anger’.

One of the key findings in relation to how the workers respond to their working conditions in general but specifically to casualisation and low income was their consciousness about the need to continue with their own farming regardless of the time competition and trade-offs associated with it. Historically, these settler communities emerged out of a ‘dodi’ system, literally meaning ‘cultivate to eat’ whereby natives gave out portions of land freely to settlers to cater for their food needs. Certainly, following the fast spread of commodification of the rural, and with cocoa becoming a major cash crop in these areas, the gifting of agricultural lands has become rare, and the system replaced with tenancy agreements. Yet, farming for subsistence remains an important feature of the people’s social reproduction. As it was evident in the survey conducted, almost everyone cultivated some corn or cassava, and even cash crop sharecroppers are often allowed by their landlords to intercrop some foods for their own subsistence. Although occasional or seasonal purchases food items is normal, there is a societal expectation of being able to produce one’s own staple foods or at least receiving food crops from one’s land through tenants. In conversation with an operator who is also youthful and a migrant, he said,

‘I have just acquired a piece of land from my landlord (residential) to plant corn and cassava. My friends have been teasing me and I also realised that I can’t be buying food all the time. They have agreed to help me in labour to start the farm this year so that I don’t waste my money on food’.

Given this background, the farmworkers cash needs are not directly targeted at food even though many depend on the cash for farm inputs. Rather, many used their wages for household needs like educational costs and shelter. Indeed in 2017, the farm management heeded to the request of the farm residents, many of whom are less landed migrants and allowed them to farm portions of the land that were not maintained- of course, this was also a management strategy to control weed and fire in the unmaintained portions. Nonetheless, the scheme had its

---
6 The first working day of the month start from 15th
shortfalls regarding labour competition and conflicts of interests whereby supervisors were also implicated thus leading to its annulment after a year. The workers have also been permitted to collect foodstuff from the farm albeit they are sometimes restricted when it competes with their transport space.

Also, for many casual workers, they could not risk being laid off and being food insufficient at the same time. This consciousness is a major driver for the continuance of their small scale farming along-side the plantation work. The competition that exists between the planation work and own farming is real, but most of them will not compromise on their own farms to the extent of being short of staple foods especially corn and cassava. In general, their physical presence on their own farms is reduced and often replaced with labour and chemical inputs, but in the faming seasons i.e. during planting and harvesting, they spend ample time on their own farms as compared to the plantation work. The average number of working days for most of the workers ranges between 18 and 20 days out of the expected even 26/27 days or even lower during the farming seasons. Workers have been seeking for the elimination of Saturday work, but since that has not been granted, more than half of them do not turn up on Saturdays yet they do not face sanctions either.- a situation which management has come to terms with, given the societal context of their operation.

Access to labour support, farm location and employment contract play key roles in shaping the dynamics of time-labour division between the plantation work and own farming. Permanent workers sometime schedule their annual leave during their faming season. Security workers on the plantation, who are all permanent staff, have informally re-organised their formal working hours from 12 hours a day to a continuous 48hours so that they can two full days every week. The common explanation was for them to have time for their farm activities. On the hand, casual workers skip some days off work or take their own break. In the case of a female casual farmworker who doubles as dispossessed proletariat and now sharecrops, during the planting seasons for corn and groundnut, she takes a week off the plantation work, and with the support of her children, she spends the whole period on the farm because of its distance from home. For another young male pioneer casual worker, he can take up to one month break during the rice season, he relies on his own labour and mostly hired labour. Others also search for short term farm labour opportunities that give them direct access to food. Occasionally, some casual farmworkers whose farms are adjacent the plantation, exploit the transport

\[7\] Remnants from farms of the dispossessed tenants and landowners, usually cassava.
service to and from the farm yard but absent themselves from work on the plantation.

**Occupational Health & Safety: Non-Compliance, Deception and Acquiescence**

The conditions of work on plantations are often associated with some health implications. On the smaller plantation, workers complained about the lack of basic sanitary facilities such as potable water and toilets. Various tasks also come with diverse health risks. Workers, especially those in the tasks of Sprayings, harvesting and pruning are very much aware of the health implications of their work, and therefore seek some preferential treatment in access to health. Many of them indicated that they have in the past had regular screenings and check-ups but this has not been continued in the last years or two. Given their proneness to lung and heart infections, they would like to have biannual screenings. Acquiescence is common of responding to these issues. The health case of pioneer headman who works on the smaller plantation,

‘I was diagnosed with an enlarged heart in 2016. I was overworking 2014, we were just 3 people handling the 40 acres. We started getting more hands in 2013-2014. I used to do harvesting for the whole farm. It is my company, ... they paid for my hospital bills, and my workload has come down but I am not well’.

Truck and heavy duty operators also have some challenges with defective equipment of which they have to improvise to make them functional. Doing so puts not only them but all workers who are also transported in these trucks, at risks of accidents. Many of them, however, mentioned that over time, they have learned to improvise. This is was evident in a demonstration by one operator who is casual and with no licence,

‘This truck has no starter and no break. The steer is poorly aligned and you can see that manifest in the front wheels. I have to start it in third gear and bring it to a halt in the fourth gear. Experience is the best teacher over here’.

Most of them also do not have a licence for operations because they trained on the farm and do not have the financial resources to apply for a licence. Not having a licence also deprives them of any insurance against accidents. The financial struggles around having access to licences are further complicated on the one hand by their casual statuses that denies them access to loans, and on the other hand the company’s unwillingness to commit to the responsibility of facilitating access to the license. For many of these operators, they believe that the
company's position is linked the fear that they would go and seek better job opportunities when they get their licenses- a situation that is very likely according to the operators.

All the workers are also susceptible to various forms of injuries often associated with the inadequate supply of protective clothing as well as the field conditions. While all workers have regular access to boots, other supplies such as protective clothing and nose masks for sprayers, gloves for pruners and loose pickers, and rain coats are either under-supplied or of poor quality as the per workers' expectations. Workers often raise these concerns at their weekly meetings with authorities, but the responses are rather persuasive, requiring them to be patient in waiting. For loose pickers (women), the absence of gloves put them at risks to nail infections and harmful reptiles especially snakes. Pruners also require gloves for the collection of spiky palm branches. These issues affect both productivity and well-being, and some workers resort to non-compliance to instructions as narrated by a worker in the pruning gang,

"we do not have hand gloves for pruning so sometimes I also do a shoddy work. My supervisors expect me to collect the branches and park them as specified locations so that it doesn’t hamper the work of slashers. Yet without gloves, I cannot work fast and I often finish work with palm injuries. So sometimes I do not collect the branches. They cannot monitor everyone, they cannot tell who did it, unfortunately, this affects the slashers too."

Another major issue on workers' health had to do with their medical insurance. By the plantation regulations, the company takes responsibility for any work-related health issues. As such, first aid is often provided for injuries and minor illness, and all workers are given preventive pills against onchocerciasis due the high presence of blackflies on the farm. It is worth mentioning that seventy percent (70%) of the workers are already subscribed to the National Health Insurance Scheme (NHIS) which in principle covers such diseases. Nonetheless, from practical experience, many of the workers also want to caution against the extra costs that are sometimes associated with the NHIS scheme. Many workers complain about the limited scope of this medical cover- that it covers only health conditions that are directly related to their work e.g. injuries and pains whereas other indirect and long-term health threats are ignored. A lot of workers complained but the exclusion of malaria which many of them associated with their work.
‘They don’t pick us home on time they have to wait from 1:00 pm to 2:00 pm to get home by 4:00 pm, why won’t we have malaria? Yet when you get malaria they say that it is not a farm work–related disease, so you do not get a medical form’.

Below is a young, educated and male farmworker’s occasional way of dealing with this issue of medical cover,

‘sometimes when I’m sick of feverishness, I do not report that. I know the clinics in our communities do not have adequate capacity to detect all illness, so I complain of severe chest or neck pains which is directly related to harvesting. When I do that, I can get medical cover and also convince the medical officer to get me an excuse duty note for about 3 days...during this period I can rest, and also receive my daily wage’.

Everyday Politics for (Agrarian) Development?

What shapes the politics of the rural peasantry in relation to capitalist expansion, and how does it affect agrarian transitions and development? In this study, what is obvious is the non-revolutionary everyday politics- as we see in the demands of the workers for minor reforms in the organisation and conditions of labour. Indeed, the kind of everyday politics that the workers engage in as described above appears the most viable means to expressing their agency in the struggles for better terms of incorporation and this is determined by a multiplicity of factors.

Structural differentiation plays a key role in shaping their political reaction. Whereas in several land grab studies it is often assumed that dispossession, and having land or not, influence the political reactions of the people, in this study the dynamics play out quite differently. Given that almost every farmworker has, or has a high likelihood of getting some (tenant) land to farm, the question becomes more of access, in terms of what Ribot & Peluso, (2003) define as the ability to benefit- from the land. The location of the land, its fertility, and access to inputs especially labour are important in determining the extent to which farm workers benefit from their land and consequently, the extent to which they depend on the income from the plantation work (Paige, 1975). Women are often the ones with the least education and skills, with smaller land sizes compared to men, and even with a much more daily household responsibilities, as such they often have narrow choices as many of them depend largely on the cash income.
The interaction of structural differentiation and existing livelihoods conditions also affects workers politics. Everyone on the plantation is there for a regular access cash income. Yet, it is the unpacking of the purpose of this cash income, that we can understand their politics. For instance, while many parents need cash for education purposes, their commitment to work often depends on the numbers, ages and stages and even the financial demands from the type of educational institutions. The farmworkers who are currently enrolled in secondary or tertiary education or savings towards higher education do not seem interested in engaging in any overt or organised politics because they will not stay for long. Similarly, the cash needs for investments in own farm is also a function of the available land size, the form of ownership, access to family labour, the maturity of the farm, types of crops grown etc. In line with mainstream economic conceptions of politics (Popkin, 1980), they take rational decisions, calculating the costs and benefits of their actions- their everyday political reactions are thus premised on both individual livelihood and structural conditions.

The study also shows that both the structuring of capitalist agriculture and the existing social formations and domestic relations influence the agency and politics of workers. Due to casualisation, and movements between tasks, workers often lack a united front to organise on specific issues. For instance in workers’ efforts to manoeuvre their ways around casualisation for food and supplementary income, they also end being irregular at work, which affects their commitments to such efforts. Besides, there are always tensions that evolve from the domestic and management relations in incipient attempts to mobilise. Lower level overseers and headmen, are often left in a competing dilemma of whose interest to represent-workers or management? Almost all of these headmen have been farmworkers before, or usually shift between labouring and supervising, thus many can identify with the challenges that face workers, yet there is a constant sensitisation from management on the need to protect the company, explain the company’s position to the people, and prevent any outburst of violence. In the words of one long serving worker,

‘We have attempted a strike before: It landed the headmen in trouble because some workers informed management that the leaders spearheaded it. They were rebuked for that’

There are several instances of workers doubling as unpaid or paid labourers of their supervisors or others in higher authorities in return for favours, small loans, income or gifts etc. which brings in emotions, fear, and subtle control in their
political reactions. The narrative below from a pioneer farmworker sheds further light on this.

He received a call from one member of management whom he has close relations with, that there was an opportunity for him to rise above his rank to an overseer, but when they considered the amount of work he does for the farm, they decided to put it on hold for some time. He said to him, “Daddy who doesn’t want improvement in life? When this man calls me to work for him on his farm, I still go. But I’m being patient, maybe there is something in store for me. After all, he was the one who hinted me about a likely management decision regarding my appointment when I had been ill for a long period- I took the necessary steps’

These ‘fatherly’ relations between those in authority and workers is not only typical of many rural settings where paternalistic and patronage relations dominate, but also embedded in the existing societal contexts which is akin to the kind of intergenerational, and top-down relations between the elderly and the young, fathers and sons, chiefs and subjects, teachers and students etc. characterised by the societal expectation for high regard to authority which often times expresses openly or/and subtily as subordination and control (Amanor, 2010).

Looking at the broader picture, the existing policy and regulatory environment and the role of the state always fall short. It is characterised by a relatively non-existent state-absent, inadequate and unrealistic policies and regulations. Besides, workers poor access to information on the existing labour laws implied that many do not even know what their rights are, and how to pursue them. In effect, many people are afraid of a possible violation of state laws which they do not even know.

It appears that the past, the workers attempted to organise, in order to form alliances or join the Ghana Agricultural Workers Union (GAWU), but this has not been successful. In an interview with the general manager, he explained that it could have been because of the poor accessibility to the district. He, however, mentioned that during the take over from Herakles farm, there were attempts for unionisation but they had to put it on hold because they needed space to settle in as a new company. He made it known that they are not against any unions, but from interactions with workers, they do not find an enabling environment for organising. Presently, what exists are internal welfare oriented associations principally established for permanent workers. This is similar to other contexts of commercial and plantation agriculture in Ghana as reported by Torvikey, et al, (2016) where these welfare associations focus more on social and financial contributions to assist members during social ceremonies than engaging in core
labour demands. Not only are they isolated from agricultural unions, but they are also removed from the state in several ways. For instance, in an interview at the local governmental level, it became apparent that the municipal assembly knew very little of the operations of the plantation except for the taxes paid by the company. In the national labour regulations also, there are no provisions for issues regards delay in payment of wages- this remains a problem even for the public sector. It is therefore not surprising that some workers consider it normal, or even better than other places they have worked. Again, how does one confront a company about low wages when they adhere to the labour laws of the country? They even pay ‘unskilled’ workers almost twice the required daily minimum wage? It reveals the unrealistic nature of policies and laws that govern labour markets, but even more, how it is skewed towards widening the inequality gap between the so-called skilled and unskilled labour, the educated and uneducated etc.

It is then evident that both rational and structural factors constrain these everyday forms of resistances as expressions of dissatisfaction and demands for better terms of incorporation. Yet a question that cannot be escaped is, to what effect are these everyday resistances and reactions? Do we risk romanticising everyday resistances or it could indeed have substantial benefits for peasant farmworkers? Some have argued that casualisation in commercial agriculture enables farmworkers to engage in other livelihood occupations (Cramer, Oya and Sender, 2008). While this remains a fact, for the workers studied, most of them preferred having permanent contracts and with increased incomes as compared to being casual workers. The reason being that the major other occupation for most of them is farming, which they also believe can be done with labour and chemicals under permanent contracts and with increased incomes. As such through absenteeism, they are able to engage in their other activities especially farming to supplement their livelihoods. Also for many others, days off work are opportunities to rest from the tedious work and gain new energy upon resuming. This is indeed good for their health and well-being since they are not entitled to official leave. Unfortunately, this practice also means that they might be forever stuck in the very casual system they despise because commitment is a primary pre-condition for progression. In effect, their politics also become a constraint to their upward mobility in the organisation of labour. This goes a long way to affect their income and job security and thus improved livelihoods. In an interview with a supervisor, he explained the situation further in conformity to the workers’ reactions

‘People have been working with us for a very long time, but their attitude towards work is bad. At the time that we need workers for our work, that is when they
have left the job to go to their own farms. Sometimes it takes two to three months, especially when it is corn season. Imagine if you engage such a person a permanent worker. Sometimes when you make them permanent, their mentality change and you realise that the casual workers even work harder’.

It has been previously illustrated how workers engage in their own production as a major way of expressing their agency the ensure their basic food sovereignty and food security. Nonetheless, the findings also suggest that there are trade-offs that suggest that all may not be well with their own food production. Many of the workers especially women, indicated that they have had to reduce their farm sizes in order to combine both activities. This means they usually have just enough for subsistence as compared to the past when they could have surplus harvest. Similarly, some tenants also reported that as a result of the low yields, their landlords have transferred parts of their the tenant lands to others who could commit to it. Also, in these communities, people often cultivate several crops at different seasons and locations, but what is happening now is that when it comes food crops, farmworkers now confine themselves to a few staples food staples—mainly corn and cassava. There are other food crops that they could benefit more in term food and cash, yet it is difficult to combine, as revealed below by a harvester,

‘I cultivate yam, groundnuts and cassava and corn. I have always wanted to add ginger but it is time consuming, and the regulations at work place won’t allow you to do so. Corn can never have a better price than ginger’—A harvester

While the harvester above appears better off to cultivate all of those food items, a female proletariat complained bitterly about her inability to cultivate groundnuts as a result of the farm work. At same others also worried about the over reliance on weedicides and paid labour and their inability to maintain their own farms as expected. In fact, some farmers are no longer able to benefit from mutual farm labour support schemes known locally as ‘nnoboa’ because lack of commitment on their part. In effect, the apparent persistence of the peasantry serves more or less as subsidy to capital- peasant farmworkers produce cheap labour and do not depend on wages to cover the full cost of their household reproduction especially food. On the one hand, their everyday politics puts food on the table, but on the other hand, it is a reflection of a systemic repression in the agrarian system (Gupta, 2001). Their everyday politics on the plantation is individualised, has differentiated impacts but not necessarily adequate in confronting their everyday peasant problems.
Conclusion

The fuss about global land deals or land grabs may be in the low key as of now, yet the implications linger on, and in diverse ways-beyond dispossession. This study has iterated some of the issue pertaining to capitalist agriculture, land deals, plantation work and their impacts of rural lives. The familiar issues concerning adverse incorporation and differentiated impacts serve as a reminder of the shortfalls of the development promises associated with large scale investments. Under tough labour conditions, farm workers strive to gain some benefits though everyday forms of resistances and reactions. Through non-compliance, absenteeism, production etc. they carry a strong political message that ‘that they people are entitled to livelihood and dignity’.

They do so to ensure access to food, extra income, rest and well-being. Nonetheless, these everyday resistances have not been able to address the unfavourable agrarian transitions associated with land deals and farm work, and also may not necessarily liberate them into better terms of incorporation. These empirical findings suggest the need to pay attention to how the dynamics of land deals play out differently in different contexts. The patterns of evidence do not conform to specific or singular teleological ideals- for instance, the presence of several well-landed farmworkers does not make a lot of class sense in Marxist conceptions of proletarianzation. Similarly, their politics is shaped by a multiplicity of factors that are structural (in agrarian political economy terms) but also rational (in neoclassical terms). Researchers who seek to contribute significantly to social change in the current rea of capitalist development, have to tread cautiously to avoid imposing or exaggerating ideologies on the everyday lives of rural working people.

In a nut shell, the hopes of win-win possibilities from land deals remain a mirage for local communities even when tap into some day-to-day livelihood benefits. Yet this is not only because of some ‘bad’ capitalists who exploit to gain abnormal profits but even more broadly, the working poor have nowhere to run to - they are persistently trapped in local, national and global systems that work against them.
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